SMART WATCHBAND ANSWERS CALLS WITH A FINGERTIP TO EAR

The Sgnl smart strap converts classic watches into hybrids and improves smartwatches as wearers answer calls by touching a fingertip to their ear.

Developed by Innomdle Lab, the first company to launch from Samsung’s startup incubator, the Sgnl smart strap uses Bluetooth to connect to calls coming in to a wearer’s phone. The smart strap vibrates to indicate that someone is calling, and wearers answer by raising their arm to put a fingertip to their ear.

Sound vibrations travel from the strap through the hand and finger and into the ear. Wearers speak into a small microphone on the strap. Because of the direct contact with the ear, privacy is ensured. No one other than the wearer of the strap will be able to hear the call. Each Sgnl package includes the tools necessary to swap straps, allowing both conventional and smartwatches to integrate the smart strap. The Sgnl app can send reminders and helps users track their calls and messages. Production is planned to begin in December 2016, with delivery from February 2017.

Wearables are being tested in almost all areas of life, from capturing mood lighting to alerting carers if their patient wanders off. What are some commonly used types of technology that could be made more mobile with a wearable approach?
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